
Me and My Community 

Nursery Autumn 1
Here are some highlights from this half 

term from Nursery!



We decorated ourselves 

Nursery used different materials to create themselves e.g. buttons 
for nose, string for hair, cotton balls for cheeks etc. We encouraged 
children to talk about the differences they notice between people, 

whilst also drawing their attention to similarities between different 
families and communities. 



Sun-catchers

Just 
checking if 
it’s sunny 
today!

When our 
suncatchers are 

bright, it 
means it’s 

sunny!



Independent reading

After snack/lunch we 
choose a story to read

We sit down with our friends 
and talk about the exciting 

adventures the characters in 
our stories are going on!

We handle our books 
with care and turn 

pages carefully!



Dressing up as characters from stories! 

Dragon Princess Pumpkin Gruffalo



Dressing up as members of our community!

Police officer Train driver Fire fighter



Postman Doctor Police officer

Nursery enjoyed dressing up as the people who help us in our community!



We made friendship bracelets for our friends



We built towers, rockets and museums!



Outdoor adventures! 

Putting out fires Helping ustadha clean 
the slide

Using our gross motor 
skills 

Having a go!



Outdoor adventures

Having a picnic Experimenting with car 
rolling 

Giving our dirty diggers 
a wash!



P.E!

Beanbag race: Balancing beanbags 
on our backs whilst crawling.

Teamwork: Rolling, passing and 
throwing balls to our partners. 



As we were walking through the park, we encouraged children to use their senses to 
explore their surroundings (particularly their listening ears) e.g. can you hear the crunch of 
the leaves? Can you hear the planes flying above us? We asked children to name the birds 

they can see and describe the sounds they make.

Listening walk… 



Listening walk



Listening walk 

“Ustada
look at 
me!”



Multicultural day

All the children 
dressed up to 
represent their 

cultures and they 
surprised everyone 
Allahumma Barik 



Multicultural day


